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How did we get here?
What is the Dark Web?
What’s on the Dark Web?
How do you get to the Dark Web?
Monitoring Services for the Dark Web
What is Financial Integrity?
Protection from the Dark Web
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How did we get here?
What happened to my Firewall!!!!
 Dump Terminals to PC’s
 Phone calls to Email
 One cable connected to 65,500 ports
 On-site to Remote access
 In-house Applications to Web Applications
 Company Device to Personal Device
 Workstations to Smartphones and Tablets
 On Premise to Vendors/Cloud
 On Shore to Off Shore
 Backup Tapes to EVaulting
 Telephone to Facebook
 Reactive to Proactive
 Local to Borderless – Internet
 Defacing Websites to Hacking for Profit
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The Dark Web
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What is the Dark Web?
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Consist of websites running on computers connected to the internet.
Originally developed by the US Navy for information gathering.
These computers are not accessed by standard search engines like
Google, Yahoo, Ask, or Bing.
Sites cannot be found or viewed without special software and
accounts.
Typically on encrypted private networks.
Often associated with illegal and criminal activities.
Designed to make transactions anonymously.
Wild West of the Internet.
Dark web is a smaller part of the Deep Web.
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What is the Deep Web?
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Consist of websites running on computers connected to the internet.
Are not accessible by standard search engines like Google or Bing.
 Requires a Direct link/IP address of the websites and have proper
credentials to sign in.
Is about 97% of the Internet.
Most accurate definition is any website that can’t be accessed through
search engines, including web pages that are password protected.
Websites past the login page, omitted from search engines.
Corporate Employees-only sites, Customer-only sites, Medical and
legal documents, academic and research information, government
resources, banking and financial records – Access-Restricted
databases and repositories
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Why do they exist?


Offers a degree of privacy
 Protect information you want kept private. (Un-indexed)
 Protect against information collection. (Google)



Offers anonymity
 Can’t be traced back to you
 Anonymous tips
 Whistleblower sites
 Freedom of speech



Legal and Illegal activities
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How do you get to the Dark Web?



Websites on an encrypted Network
Cannot be found by traditional search engines like Google



Tor Browser - encryption tool or I2P service
Use the same encryption tool as the site AND know where to find
the site



Protect yourself – Viruses, Webcam jacking, Remote Access
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What is on the Dark Web?
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Credit card numbers
Passports
Drugs
Hackers
College Degrees
Account Numbers – Bank, Uber, Netflix, ect
Hitman
Explosives
Social Security Numbers
Government Data
Weapons
Body Parts
Twitter Followers
Frequent Flyer Miles
Anything……………. Legal or Illegal
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What is on the Dark Web?
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Payment Card Information
Guides for Opening Fraudulent Accounts
W2s and Tax Fraud Documents
Employee User Name and Password Data
Insider Access Scams
Anything……………. Legal or Illegal
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Monitoring Services for the Dark Web?
 Also known as Cyber Monitoring and Identity theft prevention product
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SSN
Email Address
Passport Numbers
Medical identification numbers
Bank Account Numbers
Phone Numbers
Driver’s License
Credit/Debit cards
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Why Organizations Monitor the Dark Web?


The Dark Web is an invisible and hidden part of the Web that provides a
breeding ground for criminal activities worldwide. It’s not just used for selling
illegal drugs and weapons, but also your stolen business and client data.



Prevents the threat of your company’s confidential data leaving your perimeter
without you knowing it.



Reduces the amount of time between the occurrence of a breach and you
finding out about it.



Shrinks the window of opportunity criminals have to make copies of your data
and sell it.



Keeps your employees, executives, and high profile personnel from being
exploited on the Dark Web.
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Who may be Monitoring the Dark Web?


Law Enforcement/Companies/Individuals
 Monitor Chatting
 Identify new emerging threats
 Locate places of illegal actions
 Awareness/Knowledge
 Eavesdropping
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What is Financial Integrity
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What is Financial Integrity?
 Financial image your company projects to its clients
 Identifies that your company takes it Financial Responsibilities with its clients seriously
 Trust is the basis of all business relationships
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What is the impact of low Financial Integrity?
 Introduces insecurity and uncertainty into economic relationships
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Government wire system brought down
Rating systems (Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s) hacked
Leak false propaganda about local Government hack
Local Bank portals shutdown
Local Government database hacked, exposing SSN’s, Credit card data
Local Government Payroll system hacked into and added ghost employees.
Web system hacked added users to accounts
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How do you achieve Financial Integrity?







Foster collaboration and company wide communication
Ensure proper Internal Controls, including Segregation of Duties
Utilize your Auditors
Involve the Board
Understand it’s an Organization-Wide Responsibility
Maximize Technology

http://fmaonline.net/nonprofit-financial-management/financialresources/publications-tools-links/financial-integrity-requires-more-thangood-accountants/
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Protection from the Dark
Web
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Operational controls – Internal Controls
Banking Controls
 Positive Pay
 ACH Blocker
 E-Pay
 Post Note
 UPIC
 Merchants
 PCI compliance
 Lesser technology
 Cost for Fraud Detection
 Risk vs Return
 Time Spent on Fraud
 Liability – No Fraud Protection
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Social Engineering - Phishing - Email
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Landscape to Protect
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Information Security Program


Information security program should leverage industry best-practices and
protect sensitive information and critical system assets.



Information and system assets should be prioritized, managed, and protected
relative to their level of sensitivity and confidentiality needed.



Governance and oversight of program should be done through participation by key
stakeholders and senior management.



Information security policies and procedures should be established by the Chief
Information Officer / IT Security Manager in concert with members of senior
management.
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Security Frameworks


National Institution of Standards and Technologies (NIST)



Critical Security Controls (CIS)



International Organization for Standards (ISO)



Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies (COBIT)



Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DDS)



Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)
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Technical Controls


Effectively safeguard client and employee sensitive
information, confidentiality, and privacy.



Ensure the proper tools and controls are in place at every
level in the technology stack to prevent unauthorized
access to network, applications, and data.



Ensure rights and permissions are at the appropriate level
and limited to only those who need and are authorized to
have them.



Make sure remote access controls and tools are in place to
prevent unauthorized remote access.



Ensure that software tools and patch levels are routinely
kept up to date.



Should be tested annually by independent third party.
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Network Security


Network and websites should be monitored 24x7.



Automated tools should be implemented to monitor hardware and internal systems
continuously and alert IT staff if aberrant behavior is observed or when problems arise.



Multifactor Authentication should be required for all employees and devices accessing
the network remotely.



Firewalls should be hardened according to industry best practices.



IPS should log abnormal behavior at network border and block intrusions attempts.



Unused network ports should be locked down.
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Desktop Security


All workstations should have anti-virus software that is kept up to date.



End-point protection should be installed on all computers, which blocks employee
access to rogue websites that pose cyber risks to the environment.



Data Loss Protection (DLP) software should be installed to monitor and log data
access throughout the network.



Encryption should be implemented for all laptop computers and Flash Drives



Timeout set for inactivity forcing re-login.
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Remote Access Security


Remote access to the corporate network requires a secure Virtual Private Network
(VPN) connection, Multifactor Authentication, and proper network credentials
 Citrix for personal device access remotely
 Cisco any connect for corporate device access remotely
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Access Controls


All employees accessing systems require an authorized user account consisting of a user
ID and complex password that meets a strict set of standards based on industry best
practices.



Users should be required to change their passwords at least every 90 days.



Passwords should contain Upper case letters, Lower case letters, Numbers, AND Special
characters. Longer is better.



Segregation of Duties.



User accounts and access permissions periodically reviewed and signed off by managers
to ensure that employees’ rights to data and systems are appropriate.



Multifactor Authentication required for all employees and devices accessing the network
remotely.
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Application Security


Applications built internally are designed with specific security features that enhance
security and protect the privacy of sensitive data:



SSL Certificates.



Strong password requirements.



Account locks out after five unsuccessful login attempts.



User account expiration after one year of inactivity.



Browser auto-complete and caching of sensitive information disabled.



Data encryption for highly sensitive information.



New applications reviewed by senior IT members for specific security vulnerabilities
(e.g. SQL Injection) before deploying to production.



All application source code secured with access limited to only members of the
application development team.



Production releases authorized and logged in a release management system.
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Database Controls


Databases updated with latest service packs and security updates except when
they are specifically not supported by a vendor.



Administrator access to production databases is limited.



Nightly offsite backups of all databases performed, allowing data recovery in the
event a production system has been compromised and/or damaged.
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Email Controls


All incoming mail filtered for spam and malicious email attachments.



Well known file extensions (e.g. EXE) blocked by default.



External email uses TLS as a primary vehicle.



Banner identifying all externally received emails.
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Mobile Device Controls


All mobile phones and tablet devices (iPhone, iPad, Androids, etc.) must have MDM
software installed to access the network.



MDM isolates network access, data, and applications from employees’ personal
applications and data using a private and secure container on the mobile device.



MDM enforces corporate policies (e.g., passcode on device)



Allows remote data wipe by IT for terminated employees



Allows tracking of lost devices
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Server Security


Virtualized servers reduce server theft.



All server operating systems are patched routinely with the latest security
updates.



Highly credentialed user accounts are restricted to only authorized personnel and
secured by a third-party tool that stores credentials in an encrypted database.



Physical access to servers located in data centers is limited to authorized IT
personnel and require keypad or security badge to access.
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Incident Response Management
Systems proactively monitored 24X7 and business and technical teams prepared to
respond to a variety of events that may pose a business threat or cause a business
disruption.


Incident Response Plan
 Written plan that details actions to detect, contain, and eradicate threat.
 Involves coordination and communication internal business units, clients, and external
parties (e.g., law enforcement) depending on the nature and severity of incident.
 Leverages security experts for forensics as needed.
 Involves practice through Table Top Exercises.



Cyber Insurance
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Disaster Recovery


Business continuity plan that involves relocation either to a local site, another office,
or to a remote site where backup systems are maintained.



All critical business applications and system configurations routinely synchronized
between production and disaster recovery environments.



All critical production data routinely replicated and/or copied to corresponding
disaster recovery databases.



Disaster recovery plan tested annually.



Data Backup/Restore
 Nightly offsite backups of all databases performed, allowing data recovery in the
event a production system has been comprised and/or damaged.
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Security Risk Assessment


Annual Internal Risk Assessment



Independent 3rd Party Security Risk Assessments
Perform comprehensive reviews of security:
Application security review
Penetration testing
Network and firewall configuration reviews
Web and application server configuration reviews
Email and sever policy and configuration evaluations
Compliance and External Auditors



 Risk assessments and inquiries periodically conducted by Compliance
and external auditors
 FFIEC Cybersecurity Risk Assessment
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TableTop Exercise
Meeting sessions to discuss a simulated emergency situation



Define goals
Educate
Review individual roles
Review action plans
Review decision makers
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Employee Awareness
Employee awareness is an important component to the Information Security Program.
Objective is to heighten employee sensitivity to the potential cyber threats and educate
them on best practices in this area.


Training: Security awareness training provided to all new hires.
A minimum number of online security courses are required each
year for every employee.



Phishing/Vishing Tests: Phishing tests conducted multiple
times during the year for all employees.



Newsletter Articles & Posters
 Articles published in company newsletter that discuss specific
cyber security related topics.
 Cyber security posters posted in offices that contain easy to
understand messages and eye-catching graphics that
reinforce security policies and best practices.
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Vendor Management
Vendor management is integral to any information security program. Understand
vendor partners’ security controls and procedures, especially those who sensitive
information is exchanged or stored with.


When working with external vendors that information is shared with or store
information, make sure to clearly understand what security controls and policies
they have in place.



Request documentation regarding any certifications (e.g.,SSAE-18) they state
that they have.



Understand their data redundancy and recovery practices.



Review contract terms carefully and assess vendor’s liability for data loss vs.
ours.



Complete User Control Considerations.
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Wrap Up
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Take cyber threats very seriously and use a structured and proactive
approach as a primary defense against these threats.



Believe that how you respond to a cyber attack is just as important as
how you defend against one.



With that said, realize that because of the changing nature of these
persistent threats, you can never be prepared enough.



Nonetheless, continue to invest in protections, keep employees informed,
and remain vigilant in protecting the privacy and confidentiality of
sensitive client and employee information.
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Final Thoughts
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Questions

Dan Schwitters, CISA, CISSP, CRISC
IT Security Manager
PFM
schwittersd@pfm.com
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